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ABSTRACT

Detecting and monitoring the decline of balance and rnobility skills is crucial,

especially fòr the elderly, as it rnay lead to iàlls causing injury, death, physical

dependence and/or hospitalization. This thesis is an attempt to investigate and develop

clinically relevant ar.rd objective tools to assess balance disorder.

Firstly, a parabolic model was used to estimate the center of body mass (COM)

trajectory durilg forwarcl stepping, using the body segrnents' accelerations, which were

measured by inexpensive arid portable accelerometers placed on the trunk and swing leg.

Tluee different modcls (fuzzy inference model, sum-of-sines rnodel and parabolic model)

were employed, using paced and voluntary forward steppi g performed or.r difrerent

support surfaces and with different speeds of steppir.rg. The results are encouraging for

the use of the proposed model as a mean to estimate the coM trajectory durir.rg forward

stepping.

Secoudly, trunk accelemtion vanability was studied in order to examine whether the

vanability may indicate adaptability of human balance control. An inclease in hunk

acceleration variability and significantly higher trunk acceleration variability in the M-L

direction than tl.rat in the A-P dilection were found in one task only (stepping on a fixed

surfàce at a nomal speed), The results showed that the variability may distinguish

normal steppir.rg fiom otl,er stepping tasks and the M-L trunk acceleration may ¡epresent

a diflèrent aspect of nrotor cont¡ol frorn the A-P trr_urk acceleration.

Finally, the use oflinear and nonlinea¡ dynamic tools to extract characteristic features

of postural sway was investigated; sway patll length and Rényi dimension, respectively.



The center of foot pressure (coP) trajectory measured by Force Se'sing Apprication

(FSA) rnat during f'orward stepping was usecl as input signal. The results suggest that the

COP trajectones' Rényi dirnension an<1 sway path length provide differe¡t indicatio¡s ol

postural control system characteristics betweeu diffsrent task dernands.
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CluprnR I

INTRODUCTIoN

1.1 Morrv¡.rroN

Detecting and monitoring the decline of balance and rnobrlity skil1s is crucial,

especially f'or the elderly, as it may lead to falls causing injury, death, pliysical

dependence and/or hospitalization. Good balance is impodant when performing

activities of daily living; this is parlicularly prevalent when walking outdoors and when

confionting sturnbles, unexpected disturbances and various supporling surfaces [Rogers

ef a1.,20031. To rnaintain balance, our central nervous system depends on spatial and

ternporal inf'omration from intemal and exteural reference frames. Infomation gathered

from the sensors is synthesìzed in the higher level cognitive system to maintain and

recover standing and walking balance [Allum and Honegger, 1998]. Balance impairment

and mobility lin-ritations occur as a result ofÌ a) a singular disolder or condition, such as

stroke, traumatic brain injury, diabetes or Parkinson's disease, and b) the contribution of

several modest neuromuscular deficits, any one of which alone might not have caused

falling. Many fàctors can contribute to the degradation ofour balance systern, including

an aging-related decrease in sensory infonnation and the processing of that information,

and frail conditions such as neurological and musculoskeletal disorders.

Falls are a major source of disability and death in the elderly. During the penod fron-r

1998 to 2003, fall-¡elated hospitalization cases for the elderly in non-residential care

varied fìom 40,000 to 43,000 per year; in residen|ial care, cases rangcd from 6,000 to
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9,000 per year [Scott et a1.,2005]. In canada arone, rnore tha'7,000 ca'adians aged 65

and over died as a direct result of a fall during the period ñ.om 1997 to 2002 fscott et at.,

2005]. Early diag'osis and detectio' of balance impainnents are irnpofia't for

managemellt and prevention of further degradation and fall injuries. A practical a¡alysis

system is required to assess the level of sensory infon¡ation for diagnosis and detection

of sensory deficiencies. For a clinician to perfon'n a routine assessment, the equip're't

used nrust be portable, inexpensive an<l easy to use; however, this is generally not the

case. Although nonnal, firm and fixed surfaces are a task condition that is co'rmor.rly

employed, unpredictable surfaces, such as a foam pad (sponge), need to be considered to

er¡ulate an outdoo¡ terrain environment. It is impodant to consider velocity conditio¡s i¡
stepping or walki'g experirnents, as the increased postural sway with speed is r.elated to

increased postural i'stability which 
''ay 

result i'a greater risk for falling [Rogers el a/.,

2003).

A common mcthod of balance assessn'ìent is the use of a movi.g or servo-cort¡ollcd

platfonn to dlsturb balance, sucli that tl.re balance systeÌn can experience environgrental

u'cerlainty This can also be accornplished by using a dense foam pad (sponge) as the

support surface [Teasdale et al., 19911. The center of foot pressure (cop), the center of

body mass (coM) and the acceleration profìle of a body segrner.rt are nieasured using a

porlable force mat, a VICON motion capture system a.d accelerometers, respectively.

The equipment used to capture the coM trajectory is expensive and not portable; hence,

it is not readily available for a routine clinical assessment. on the other hand,

accelerometers are relatively irexpensive and po'1able, but tlìey do not provide the coM

trajectory. However, a recent study [Betke' er ar.,2006) has shown that the coM can be

)



estimated from the trunk acceleration during standing with small movenents. one of the

main objectives of this thesis was to investigate whether the coM dudng forward

stepping can be estimated from the body segrnents' accelerations.

Feedforward and feedback control systems, such as the hurlan balance control system,

have a cefiain arnount of inherent variability [Buzzi er at.,20031. Even healthy systems

possess inherent variability, which allows for adaptation to new environments when

disturbances are encountered that affect mobility and postural stability. There are various

motor variabilìty measures; trunk acceleration variability was chosen in this research, as

the trunk contributio' to total body weìght is more than any other body seg'rents.

hrherent variability present in the l'ruman balance control system is not random but

deteministic and can be characterized via a nonlinear dynamics descriptor l}.tzzi et at.,

2003]. In tliis work, nonlinear dynamic tools were used to extract characteristic features

of tlie coP trajectories duri'g forward stepping. Furthemore, the common linear

parameter of postural sway \¡/as also investigated for its <listinction from the nonlinear

pararneters.

1.2 O¡¡rcrrvps

Exami'i'g tl.re relationships between the coM trajectory and the body segments,

accelelations

lnvestigatir.rg whether tlie COM can be estilnated from acceleration data

Investigating motor variabilìty as i.dicator ofhu'ran balance control adaptation

Investigating the cl.raracteristics of postural control using linear and nonlinear

paraÌneters, 
'a'rely 

the sway path length and Rényi dimension of the cop

traj ectories, respectively
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1.3 Scopn

The remai'der of this thesis is subdivided into the following chapters. chapter 2

provides an outline of the human postural control system and specifies the employed

protocols and models. Chapter 3 presents the experime'tal setup, protocol, data

acquisitiorl, and the various modeling systems employed in this thesis. chapter 4

demonstlates tl.re results for relationship between the coM trajectories and body

acceleration, trunk acceleration vanability, and of the linear ar.rd nonlinear measures of

the COP trajectories. Chapter 5 provides a discussion ofthe results obtained in this thesis.

Lastly, Chapter 6 preserìts conclusiol.rs and future work.



Cnaprnn 2

HUMAN Posrunar, CONTROL

2.1 PosruRÂL CoNtttol.rnl BALANCE

The huma' body consists of multiple segments. Tl'e stability of each body segrnent

is the balance of multiple forces, including gravitatio'al, ground reaction, motion-

dependent, and muscle forces [winter, 1995]. At a global level, a cornmon definition of

human balance is the ability to control the position and motion of the centre ofbody mass

(coM) ìn relation to the base of support (Bos), durìng tasks such as sta;rding, stepping,

walking, and rumring. Loss ofbalance occurs when the rnotion of the coM in relation to

the Bos exceeds cedain stability lirnits [pai et at.,20031. our balance is controlled by

two neural processes or systems: sensory systems for ir.rtegrating intemal and extemal

referenced spatial i.formation and motor colltrol systems, descdbed in the followins

subsections.

2.I.I SENSoRY SYSTEMS

The human body depe.ds on various sources of spatiar information to defi'e tl.re

relationship between intemal and extemal retèrences, with our actions being controlled

by lèedfor-ward a'd feedback processes. In terms of sensi'g the state of balance, spatial

infonnation is provided to the integrative centres of the central ner1,/ous system (cNS) bv

visual, vestibular, and somatoseusory ir.rputs fWinter, 1995].

As there is some overlap or redundancy i' the types of spatial i'fonr.ration provided

by the various sensory receptors, accurate organization of sensory information is critical
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for mair.rtaining balance. Poor sensory integration can lcad to in.rpairments in the coM

aligrment and/or selection of movement strategies and eventually loss of balance fJeka

and Lackner, 1995; Shumway ald Cook, 19861.

2.1.1.I VISUAI, INPUT

visual input provides the cNS with the positio' and motion of one body segment

relative to another segment in an intemal body reference frame and the position of the

body in an extemal reference fiame. However, visually derived motion cues have a

relative frame of refèrence, i.e. the relative inf'on¡ation about the motion of the body in

its sunounding environment. Thus, visual input may provide inappropriate position and

r.notion cues relative to the actual position and motion of the body, whicli could initiate a

sensory colflict IPeterka, 2002].

2.I.1.2 VBSTIBULAR INPUT

The vestibular sensory system is comprised of two major components: the semi-

circular canals which detect angular accelerations and the otolithic organs which detect

linear accelerations. Thus, the vestibular sensoly system provides the cNS with

rotational movements and linear translations, which assist the body in ur.rderstan<ling its

position relative to the absolute fiame of reference [peterka, 2002].

2.I.I,3 SoMÀTosENsoRY INPUT

somatose'sory input provides the cNS with the spatial i'formation offèred by

proprìoceptors and exteroceptors, in intemal and extemal reference frarnes, respectively.

Proprioceptors, such as muscle spindles and joint afferents, provide the position and

motioli of ole body segment relatjve to another. conversely, exteroceptors, such as
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cutaneous (pressure) sensors of the foot, provide the position of the body relative to the

ground IPeterka, 2002].

2.I,I.4 StrNSoRY DEFICIENCY

Ma.y fàctors can contribute to the degradation of our balance systern, including a

decrease in sensory ir.rforrnation or a deficiency in the central processing of spatial

infomatior.r obtained from the sensoÍy systems, which provide the extemal and intemal

reference frarnes. Early diagnosis and detection ofbalance irnpaim.rents are impofiant for

managemert and prevention of functional decline and fall injunes.

Tl.re Sensory orga'ization Test (Sor) is designed to ide'tify deficiencies in a

person's use of the sensory systems that contribute to postural control [Nashner, 1971;

Peterka ar.rcl BIack, 1990]. The Sor distorts and/or elimir.rates visual and somatosensory

signals tl,rough calibrated sway referencing of the supporl surface and/or. visual

surounding. The support surface and the visual sunounding inclinatrons are

synchro'ized to directly follow tlie persons's anterìor-posterior (A-p) body sway. By

controlling the usefuhress of the sensory (visual and prcprioceptive) infonr.ration through

sway refèrencing and/or eyes open/closed con<1itior]s, the sor protocol creates a seûsory

conflict situation by systetratically elirninating useful visual and/or supporl surface

information. These conditions isolate vestibular balance control, as well as stress the

adaptive responses of the cNS. This evaluates the ability of a person to organize

dynarnic visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive sensory input into useful ûrformation for a

stationaty standing task-



2.1.2 MoroR CONTROL SysrEMs

Human rnovements are perfo'r-red in a dy.arnic e'vironrnent, where ther.e is a

consta,t change in the dema'ds placed on the cNS to maintai' and restore balance or

stability duri'g movement. Tl.re two control schemes used to regain postural balance are

discussed in the following sections.

2.1,2.I FEEDTORWARD CoNTRoL

Human uprìght posture is i'tri'sicaly u,stable a'd thus, trre main purpose of the

cNS is to prevent balance loss that ûlay cause falls or injuries. Balance loss w l occur

when the instantaneous position and velocity of the coM with respect to the Bos

surpass stabilìty limits. The cNS integrates sensory infomation to examine and revise

the cuüent coM state and con-rpares it witrr the stability limits. Base<1 o'prior

expedence and rnemory for the coM state, the cNS the'perfo'ns an appropriate actio'

i' a feedfor-ward control ma*er to oppose perturbation and preve.t balance loss [Kuo,

2002; Pai er al., 20031. Feedforward or predictive co'trol plans the movement

beforeha.d to e'ìsure stability and serwes to proactively avoid the destabilizing effect of a

disturbance hr this pre-pla'ned scheme, a learning efrect i'.rproves the capability of

predicting disturbances. whe' these adjustments fail or a' unexpecte<1 disturbance

occurs, the supporli'g systern of feedback contror mechanisms plays a role to maintain

postural balance [Dietz et a1.,1993; Huxham et at.,2001; Schiepatti and Giordano, 2002].

2.7.2.2 F EEDB AcK Coi\.TRoL

There are many situations where we suddenry lose balance or stumble, i.e. we are

caught unawares by an unexpected distu.ba'ce. rn such situatior.rs, timery feedback

mechanisms are responsible for Iapid corective balance reactions to restote stabilitv and



prevent falls and/or protective reactions to reduce the risk of fall [pavol et al., 2002].

Based on the intcnsity of the perturbation, <lifIèrent feedback control mechanislns may

apply to the systern. Minor perlurbations frequently require the respollse of an ankle

strategy. stronger perturbations or a naffow support surface rnay require a hip strategy.

Instability or much stronger perturbations may require a step strategy, where the BoS is

shifted by taki'g a step away from the perturbatio'. These balance shategies are

described in detail in section 2.3. The balance system is believed to satisfy various

demands by feedforward control, with leedback control playing an important role in case

of unexpected disturbance or unsuccessful feedforward control fHuxharn et al., 2007;

I(uo, 20021.

2.2 P¡nrunnATroNTyptrs

Tl.re rnoving platfom has been used to exa'rine sensory and motor control processes

involved in balance control for nearly four decades. Diflerent velocities, amplitudes

fSztunn et al., 19981 ar.rd directions fHe'ry e/ al., 1998; carpe'ter et at., 19991 of the

platfonn translations are used to systernatically distur-b balance by changing the position

of the coM relative to the BoS. Some studies have used platform translations to study

the feedforward mechanisrn, where the platform moves in a sinusoidal fashion; in this

case, the tirning ofthe onsets and magritude of the translations is more predictable.

lrr [Dietz et a\.,1993), sinusoidal platfomr translations of 0.5, 0.3 and 0.25 Hz, with a

constant amplitude of 12 cm, were used to study the fèedfor-ward mechanism. The most

irnporlant hnding was tl.re adaptatìon that took place to the changing frequencies of the

trunslations. when tlre new platfonr-r tra'slation freque'cy was applied, EMG and

biomechanical changes were seen for the next four cycles of the new fi,equency. once
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this adaptive period was over, there were no sigr.ìificant EMG o¡ biomechanical changes.

Hence, after the four adaptive cycles, a feedl'orwarcl mechanism made prior adjustments

before the platform reached the tuming poi't, i.e. the tir¡e whe' the bo<1y changed

direction from travelli'g f'o'ward to backward or vice versa. A recent study [schiepatti

and Giordano, 2002] demonstrated that an eyes closed conditior] l.ras an entirely different

response than an eyes open condition, dunng sinusoidal forward a'cl backward platfom

translation at diffèrent oscillation frequencies. Subjects showecl two basic modes of

coping with the predictabre a'd sinusoidar platform motions, depending on the

availability of visual information.

on tlie other hand, many studies l.rave used tlie'.rovi'g platfonn to characterize and

evaluate reactive or feedback controls, where an unexpected perturbatio'in the fon'ofa
sudden platf'onn rotation or translation was applied to the body. when a body is

presented with an unexpected perturbatio', tllere are three prirnary strategies or

compensatory reactions employed to maintai' balance, depe'ding on tr.re magnitude of

tl.re pefurbation lMllle et a\.,20031; trrese strategies are explained in Sectio'2.3.

h.r general, platf-orms can have eithe. a fixed and finn or compliant surface. Each has

its own uses a'd applications. Fixed, predictable, level a'd fìnn suppod surfaces are the

most co''''mon surfaces used for bala.ce and walki'g assessment. However, different

surface conditio's, such as compliant or unevel.ì surfaces typical of outdoor terai's,

should also be taken into account to provide a complete assessment. studies have shown

that standing and balar.rcing or a sponge surface ca' serve as an inexpensive and pr.actical

tool to emulate the "sway-stabilizi.g" conditions of tl.re Sensory organization Test

(Neuroconr Intemational Inc.) [Gilr et ar.,2001; Teasdale et at.,19911. Therefore, rnanv
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researchers have used a foa'rr pad (sponge) to disturb balance and emulate the uncertainty

of outdoor terain [Cho and Karnen, 1998; Redfem et al.,1997; Runge el at.,199g]. Tl.te

foarn pad introduces uncedainty ir.rto the system by distorting and delaying the signals

receivcd by the cuta'eous sensors and propriocepto¡s. Due to the distortio' and delay,

the cNS has difrculty using the cent¡e of foot pressure (cop) as a rcference duri.g tlre

bala'ce correctiorls; hence, it is challenging for the cNS to estimate alid detemri'e the

necessary adjustments required to control the rnotion and position of the coM relative to

the BoS. Affordability and pofabrlity are the advantages of using the foam pad over

other methods whìch trse the motorized or servo-controlled platfonn. Fufihermore,

difrerent sizes and shapes of foam pads can be obtained to allow vadous task conditions

f'or standing, stepping a'd walking. I' fAlu'r et ar.,2002], the roam pad's perfo'nance

was compared to the Sor equipment; the f'oam pad was fou'd to be a very efhcient tool

for multi-directional perturbation.

The sta'di'g balance of young and older adults usi'g a 5 cm thick foam pad as the

support surface was exami'ed in [Teasdale et at.,1991]. The postural sway bel.raviour of

the two groups was examined for 80 seconds u'der diffèrent support surface conditions

and with eyes opened/closed. Results showed that the distortion or elimination of o'e

class of sensory ilput was not sufficient to consistently differentiate between the young

and elderly adults; this was due to the fact that the relnai'ing se'sory inputs could

compensate for the lack of one sensor. However, the combined foam surface and eyes

closed co'ditions had a substantially greater effect on body sway pararneters for the

elderly, when compared to those of the young adults.
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In temls of foot placement accuracy, another impo¡tant factor in cor.rtrolling balance

is the step velocity. A linear relationship between the approaching velocity and the

accuracy of the final fbot placemer.rt was found in [Bradshaw and Sparrow,2001], where

the effècts of the approachrng velocity were studied during walkr'g, joggi'g an<t

sprinting towards an obstacle along a l0 m walkway. lt was shown that the increased

postural sway with speed was related the increased postural instability, which may result

in a gleater risk of falling [Rogers ar al., 2003); hence, it is important to consider the

velocity in stepping or walking experiments.

2.3 Bar,aNcBSrn-,Lr¿cros

The response to a disturbance is detennined by the type, direction and nature of the

perturbatior.r. Depending upon the degree of the perturbatio¡, the reaction could be either

an ir,-place response or a stepping strategy. In minor pedurbations of slow and small

amplitudes, gencrally an in-place strategy (ankle or hip strategy) is used, while in faster

and larger anrplitude perturbatror.rs, a stepping strategy is used fMaki et al., 1996: pavol

and Pai,20021.

2.3,1 ANKLE STR{TtrGY

Slow and minor peÍurbations lead to an ankle strategy, where the body acts as an

inverted pendulum with the ankle actir.rg as the pivot point. As the movement of an

inverled pendulum is completely rigid with no breaks in the long segment, the lower

limbs and the trunk move in the same direction. The movement prirnanly takes place

around the anklejoint [Naslmer, 1976; Diener et a\.,1988;Horak et at., l9g9].



2.3.2 HIP STRATEGY

For medium degrees of disturbances, a hip strategy is obserwed to maintain balance.

In this strategy, the body breaks up into a dual segment pendulurn, with the head and

trunk comprisir.rg one segrnent and the lower lirnbs comprising the second. This strategy

involves pla'tar flexion ûrovement around the a.kle, causing the shank to move

backwards, and a flexion at the hip and trunk. Here the trunk counters the lower body as

the COM needs to be moved to a stable position fRunge el a/., 1999; Ko et a\.,20011.

2.3.3 STEPPINGSTRÄTEGY

Another tlpe of balance reaction, which is observed in response to a large

perturbation, is a steppìng strategy. If the person is destabilized beyond the limits of in-

place strategies (ankle or hip strategy), l.re/she depends on tl,e stepping strategy. Instead

of keeping the fèet stationary, the pcrson takes a quick step to move the BOS to

encoûrpass the predicted coM position. In [Maki et at.,1996), different directions and

magnitudes of perturbation were used to study how a perlurbation afrects the swing leg

selection and temporal characteristics of the swing trajectory. For large perturbations, the

possible ways to move tl.re foot in a stepping reaction are: to take a srnall step with the

loaded leg, to take a step with the unloaded side, or to take multiple steps. Taking a step

with the unloaded side requires one to take the step across tlie body, i.e. ¡elocate the BoS

towards tl.re COM, which is moving in the opposite direction.

2.4 COM ¡.Nl ITS RELATToNSHIp wtrrr BoDy SEGMENTS'AccBLnn rtIoNs

Good balance during stepping and walking is in.rpofar.rt to avoid falls causi'g injuries.

The need t-or good balance becomes more pronoullced when r.valking outdoors, where

unexpected conditions, disturbances, and stur¡bles are inevitable. Stumbles and falls will
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occur if the coM noves outside tl.re BoS or has insuffìcient molnentum to re-enter the

BoS. This is especially impoÍant duri.g steppi'g where there is a single limb supporl

phase. The coM trajectory is ofte' used as a key i'dex of both mobility and balance

dun'g stepping and walking; it is an important measure of stability iri rnodeling the

human postural control system.

currently the coM trajectories are computcd by force plate and/or motion analysis

systerns, which consist of reflective rnarkers, infrared LED canìeras and a motio'

processing workstation. The system is very expensive and not portable and is thus

unavailable for a routine clinical assessment. A mor.e afïordable and portable system is

Iequired f'or a routine clinical assessment. Several models were developed to estirnate the

coM trajectories durìr.rg standing fchan, 1999; Barbier et a\.,2003; Laponcl er a\.,20041.

ln [Chan, 1999], an approach for obtaini'g the COM fiorn fbrce plate data was

introduced; the l.rorizontal coM position was obtair.red by double integrating the

horizontal ground reactiorl forces. An average correlation of 0.903 with a standard

deviation 0.091 was f'ou.d. ln [Barbier et al., 2003], force plate data was used to

compute the coM trajectory using an inverted pendulum model and the results were

compared with the actual coM trajectoly obtained from a video motion capture system.

Their model estirnated the coM trzjectories within a root mean square (RMS) difference

of 0.9 mr¡ and the correlation coefficients between the model and the video methocl were

above 0.8 in both the A-P and rnedial-lateral (M-L) directio's. In ILapond et a|.,2004],

three metl.rods were compared, which estimated the coM using a force plate and a 3-D

kinematic system; the n.rethods were: a) the kinematic model, b) the double integration

techrique (GLP), and c) the coP low-pass fìlter rlethod (LpF). They co'sidered four
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difrerent standing tasks: a) quiet standing, b) one leg standir.rg, c) voluntary oscìllation

about tlie ankles, and d) voluntary oscillation about the ankles and hips. The GLp and

LPF r¡odels estimated the coM trajectories duri'g quiet sta'ding withi' a RMS

difference of 1.0 mm in both A-P and M-L directiol.

The force plate a.d video rnotion capture systems required to study the coM

trajectory in the aforementioned studies are expensive and not portable and thus, the

techniques are unavailable for a routi'e clinical assessme,t. on the other hand,

accelerorneters are inexpensivc and portable; however, they do not provide the coM

trajectory.

In [wu a'd Ladin, 1996], the 3-D ki'ematics of the humar.r lower lirnb during

walking and running was studied, ir.r order to exanine the relative contdbution of linear

acceleration n'ìeasurements. The position, angular velocity, and linear acceleration of the

foot, shank, and thigh segments were rneasured to examine the segmental coM estirnates.

It was fould that the angular velocity and linear acceleration measurements can increase

the accuracy of coM estimates. This study suggests that the coM trajectory rnay be

successfully estimated by acceleration measurements of lower lirnb segments.

A recent study [Betker et al., 20061 showed that the coM trajectones could be

estimated using accelerometer data. Three models (neural network, adaptive ftzzy a¡d

genetic sum-of-sines) were introduced to estirnate the resultant coM trajectory using

trunk acceleration data, during star.rding with thc hip strategy. Arnong the three moclels,

the genetic algorithrr sum-of-sines model had supenor perfonnance and provided ar.r

estimate of the resultant coM trajectory within an average enor of 10%. This is an
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encouraging result for integrating the COM estimation models with a clinical assessment

system.

Some studies fChan, 1999; Barbier e/ a\.,2006; Lapon<1 el a|.,2004) have attempted

to examine the coM trajectory during standing; however, there is littre research studying

how the coM relates to body segment accelerations durir.rg forward stepping. Trre

kinematics of forward stepping is quite different from that of standing; the M-L

relocation ofbody weight suppoÍ is runctionally require<1 f-or stepping, whereas thc M-L

coM is usually positio'ed around the centre above the BoS between the feet during

stationary standing [Rogers er ar.,2001]. In addition, when the swi'g foot is rifted for a

stepping procedure, the BoS is remarkably reduced to the area of the singry supporled

foot. Body con'ections are required ir.r order to keep the body fi,orn fàlling towards the

swi0g foot. In order to reduce the possibility of falling laterally at the tirne ofthe foot lili,

the coM should be pushed toward the single supported side [Rogers et ar., 2001]. Thtrs

it is useful to study balance contror during fo'ward stepping during dìffc.e't task

conditions prior to investigating steady state walking.

2.5 Tmnr AccELtrR{TroN Vanrannrry

When compensating for any perturbation to retain stability, inherent motor variability

exists [Buzzi et al., 20031. ]ncreases in variability have been shown i' less stable

systems, e.g. elderly with a history of frequent falls; hence, gait variability'ray provide

an indication of the lack of adaptab ity [Newell a'd corcos, 1993]. Measures of gait

variability, such as variabilìty in step length, step width, speed, stance time and swing

time, have been examined as f'easible indicators of balance control by many researchers

[Hausdorff er al., 1997; Maki, 1997; Gabell a.d Nayak, 19g4; Sekiya er at., 199]:
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Grabiner et a1.,200r; stolze ¿/ at., 2000). As the trunk contributes to the totar body

weight rnore than any other bo<1y segnent, measures of vanability regardi'g movements

of the tru'k have been studied. [Moe-Nilssen and Helbostad, 2005] examined step width

variability and trunk accereration variability in fit people and frail erderly, investigating

how the parameters distinguish between the two groups. Step width vanability was

measured fiom footpri,ts and t¡unk acceleration variability was measured by an unbiased

autocorelation procedure. Trreir results showed that trunk acceleration variability

classified 80% of the subjects co*ectly into their group, while step width variabilitv did

not differ bctween groups.

2.6 CHARqCTERISTICS oF THE COP

hstability wilr occur if the coM n-ìoves out of the Bos or ìf it has i'sufficient

rnornentun to regai' the BoS. The cop is a useful indicator of this instability, as its

trajectory represents trre bara.ce reaction i'both trre frontal and sagittal pranes [shan er

a1.,2004; Sztun¡ and Fallang, l99g; Collins and De Luca, 1993; Gatev et al., 19991. Iï ìs

implicitly assumed that the postural sway indexed by the cop is a stationary prccess. In

addition, most studies have limited the analysis of the cop trajectory to standard

statistics. However the assumption of stationarity does not hold in alr situations. studies

have shown that many physiological systems (incrudi'g postural sway) are chaotic

lDoyIe er al., 2004; yarnada, 1995; Blaszcz-yk and w. Klonowski, 200r; Buzzi et ar.,

2003; Hausdorff et a\.,20011. Recent studies have developed anarysis tools to evaluate

nonlinear and chaotic properties ofthe posturar contror systems [Doyre et at.,2004]. As

suggested in fBuzzi et al., 20031, feedforward a'cr feedback control systerns have a

certain amount of inhe.ent varìability, which is not random but deterministic. and can be
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cliaracterized via nonlinear descriptors. Another study demonstrated tliat the cop

trajectorìes are chaotic fYamada, 1995]. Fractal analysis of stride-to-stride fluctuations

in human gait rhy'thrr-r was perfonned in [Hausdorff et at., 2001); it was found that a

frzctal pattem is plesent in stride fluctuations of healthy subjects during walking. Fractal

analysis of the coP trajectories usi'g Higuchi's algorìth'r fHiguchi, lggg] was

peribmred in [Blaszczyk and w. Klonowski, 2001]. A diffe¡er.rce between the tasks was

found, wher.r the subjects stood still on a firm surface with eyes open and closed. The

results of these studies encourage the use of nonlinear dynamics in describing and

understanding variability and subsequently, in identifying balance disorder status. The

characteristics of postural control were investigated using cop sway path and nonlinear

parameters. The sigr.rilìcance ofnoulinear analysis to descrìbe systern characteristics as a

function of different task conditions and tbe advantage of nonlinear tools over linear

parameters are discussed.
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CHAPTER3

Mntgololocy

This chapter discusses the experimental design, the r¡odels descnbing the relationship

between the body accelerations and coM, and the nonlinear analysis of the cop

trajectories in comparison with linear analysis. The rclationship between the coM

trajectones and the body acceleratior.rs was investigated through a fuzzy inference model,

a sum-of-sines rnodel, and a parabolic model. Tl.re nonlinear charactedstics of tlie cop

trajectories were evaluated usir.rg the Rényi dimension and spectrum, wl.rich were then

cornpared to the linear sway path used as linear. paraÌneter.

3.1 ExpnnmrNTAL DtrSIGN

3.I.1 SUBJECTS

Nineteen young healthy subjects (aged 26.5 + 2.22, 9 females) with no history of

neurological disorder or postural problems volunteered to pafiicipate in tliis study. prìor.

to recruiting subjects, ethics approval was granted by the Etliics committee, Faculty of

Medicine, the ur.riversity of Manitoba. All subjects gave infonned consent and were

bnefed about the tasks and instrumentations before the experiments. Body indexes of

pafiicipating subjects, such as weight, height and Body Mass lndex (BMI), of

participating subjects are given in Table 3.1; which provides the mean, standard deviation,

minimum, and maxirnum values fbr each body index is also givcn.
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Table 3.1 Averaged index ofsubjects.

lndex Mean + SD Minimun.l Maximum

Heieht (m) 1.69+0.10 1.56 t.90
weishr (ks) 67.01 + 14.15 47 96
BMi fkelm') 23.09 +2.82 18.36 28,0s

3.1.2 EXPERTMENTÀL SETUP

Two different 10 cr¡ thick f'oarn pads were used to emulate the ullcefiainty of outdoor

tenain: No' I was of dimension 50.8 x 50,8 cm witrt a 25%o indentation force deflection

of 62.64 kg and No. 2 was of dimensio' 50.8 x 50.g cm witl.r a 25To indenÍaTion force

deflection of 3 1.82 kg. A 2 cm thick wooden board of dimension 25.4 x 40.64 cm was

placed on top of the foam pad in order to equally distribute the forces appried by the body

on the fbaln pad, which mininizes the effect ofdifferences in body weight.

vertical pressure forces were recorded with a thi'flexible Force Se'sing Application

(FSA) rnat (vista Medical Ltd., winnipeg, MB, canada) that was placed on top of the

foar.n pad. This 0.036 crn thick pressure mat of dime'sio'53 x 53 c'r consists of a32by

16 grid of piezo resistive sensors spaced 2.g575 crn apar1, which were sanrpled at a

frequency of 25 Hz. The verlical cop in the A-p a'd M-L planes was then calculated as

the spatial centre of all the fo¡ces for tl.re given mat.

Figure 3.1 Force Sensirg Applicatiou (FSA) mal
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A VICON 460 motion capture system (Vicon peak, Centennial, CO, USA) was

utilized for the lvl.role body motion analysis. A total of 3 1 reflective rnarkers were placed

on the subject's anatomical positions representìng whole body segrnents. Appendix A

depicts the detail of rnarker positions employed in this study. Six infrared LED cameras

captured 3-D motions, which the vlcoN motion capture system then processe<1 to

provide kiner.natic data including segment positions, segrnent angles and the coM. The

sampling fiequency was 120 Hz. As the vlcoN motion capture system is not equipped

with a trigger input channel, a custom circuit was designed to trìgger it using the trigger

output from the FSA mat's module box.

Figure 3.2 VICON motion captu¡e system

Three miniature tri-axial 52-1OG-MF accelerometers (Biometrics Ltd., Ladysrnith,

vA, usA) of dimensions 2 x 1 x 1 cm and wcight of 30 g were utilized to record

segment movement. They were placed on tlie subject's upper trunk close to the T2

verlebra, the shank of the stance leg, and the lateral rnalleolus ofthe swing leg. A total of
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9 analogue sigrals (A-P, M-L and veÍical directions for each accelerometer) were

drgitized, using tl.re A/D converter card built into the vlcoN motion capture systeln; a

custom interfacing panel was employcd to bridge between the analogue devices and the

vlcoN patch panel. The sampling frequency was 10g0 Hz, as set bv the manufactur er-

Figure 3.3 Bior¡etrics S2_loG_MF acceleromcte¡

3.1.3 PRorocol-

Subjects werc inst.ucted to sta'd with their feet parallel, approxirnately 10 cm apaÍ

on the fixed level firm surface. Next, they took a forward step with their right leg at a

nonnal self-paced speed and came to a complete stop for five seconds. Tl.rey then

brought their swing leg back to the starting position in order to get prepared for the next

forward step. During backward stepping, they were allowed to look dow' to make sure

their right foot retumed to the correct starting position as marked on the FSA pressure

mat once the subjects were set at the corect starling position, they were instructed to

take another forward step. This process was repeated until thc number of forward steps

listed in Table 3.1 was taken for each tnal. For the next tnal, subjects we¡e inst¡ucted to

take 10 fbrward steps at a slow speed. Both of these steppi'g tasks were repeated on

foa'r pad No. 2. However, only the self-paced speed trial was perfbrmed or.r foam pad

No. I A rest period was given between each trial in order to prevent any factor r.esulti'g
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from fatigue A few practice steps were performed prior to each trial. To prevent

subjects fiom becomir.rg fàtigued, the total time ofeach expedrnent is supposcd to should

be less than an hour. Due to this restriction, some trials were set to 10 fbrward steps

instead of 20. Table 3.2 lists the number of forward steps performed by a subject during

each tnal.

Table 3.2 Number of Forward Steps perfonned by a Subject.

Trial Number of
Forward Steps

Fixed Surlace, Non¡al Speed 20
I lxed Surface, Slow Speed t0
Foam Pad 1, Normal Speed t0
Foam Pad 2, Normal Speed z0

Foam Pad 2. Slow Sneed 10

3.1.4 PRx-pRocEssrNc

The total nurnber of stepping data collected in this study was 133, i.e. seven per

subject. The tru'k a'd swing acceleratio' data was decimated to a sarnpling rate of 120

Hz, which was that of the kinernatic data. In order to account for physical differe.ces

between the subjects, tl.re data was nonnallzed by subtracting the mean, a'd dividing by

the absolute maximum value. The coM trajectory computed by the vICoN 
'rotion

capture system was f'our.rd to be incomplete in a few triars; hence, those trials were

excluded frorn tl.re COM estir¡ation (Table 3.3). The vefical position of tl.re a¡kle 
'.rarker

was used to detect and extract the forwarcl stepping phase, fro'r swi'g foot 1ift to heel

strike.
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Table 3.3 Number of Incomplete Trials.

Trial Nun'rber of
lncomplete Tnal

Fixcd Surface / Nomal Sneed+ 2 /38
Fixcd Surlace / SIow Soeed 0t l9
Foam Pad 1 / Nonr-ral Speed 0t l9

Foam Pad 2 / Normal Speed+ 1 / 38
Foam Pad 2 / Slow Speed 1119

Total 4/133

Note: The trials that subjects perfonned 20 lorward steps are ma¡keci wjth an aste sk (*).

3.2 MonBlrNG PRocEDURE

This section describes: (a) the application of three diffèrent models (fuzzy inference

nrodel, sum-of-sines model, and parabolic model) to investigate tl.re relationship between

the coM trajectones and the body accelerations, plus a genetic algorithm was used to

update the model coefficients; (b) the application of trunk acceleration variability to

examine wl.rether inherent rnotor variability exists in the system, and (c) the application

of nonlinear dynamics (Ré'yi dìrlension and spectrum) and a linear parameter (sway

path) to study the characteristics of the COP trajectory.

3.2.I ADAPTIVB NETWoRK-BASED FUZZY INFERENCE SYS .EM

A classìcal set is a set that totally includes or excludes any elernent. In this set, the

boundary is so strict that an elemelìt must be in either setNor set not x However, there

are many occasior]s tl-rat tliis Boolean logic is not helpful, i.e. an element can be in

nrultiple sets. In sucl.r occasions, a fuzzy set is usefil, as reasoning in fuzzy logic allows

for a generalization of the Boolean logic. For example, if tlie numerical value of 1 is

gíverì to true and the nutrerical value of 0 is given to false, fuzzy logic allows in-between

values such as 0.25 and 0.841. A fuzzy infere'ce system cxpresses the 
'.rapping 

fi.om
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input to output .*ìng ftzzy logic. The 
'rapping 

provides a source to make a decision.

Tlre process of fuzzy inference involves membership functions, logical operations and if-

then rules, which qualitatively develop the charactenstics of conceptual knowledge and

interprct processes without precise quantitative analysis.

A membership function classihes how eaclr input point is mapped to a degree of

membership between 0 and I . The possibility of paúial membersl.rip in a fuzzy set is

admitted. The menlbersl.rip function can be common fìurctions, such as the piece-wise

linear function, the Gaussian distribution function, the sigmoid function, and the

trapezoidal function, or custom functions. Logical operations in fuzzy logic ìnclude a

standard trutli table, such as AND, oR and Nor; however, the input values in fuzzy logic

can be a real number between 0 and 1. Thus, an AND truth table is defined by the

minimum operator, an OR by the maximurn operator, and a NOT by the 1 {Input}

operation. The if-then rules are used to fonnulate the conditional statements contai¡ing

fuzzy logic. An if'-the' rule consists of threc distinct paÍs: a) fuzzifying the input, b)

applying the necessary fuzzy operatorc, and c) applying the results to the implication.

Finally, the resulting set is defuzzified to a single value. In the case where the if{hen

rules of tl.re system are known, they are used to define the rrembersl.rip functions.

However, if the if{hen rules are unknown, the ifJhen statements can be obtained by

adaptrvely revising the parameters of the membership functions as described in [Jang,

19931.

The values of eacl.r input membership function are cletermined during tlie fuzziñcar,on.

The weight coefficient w7¡ of each if+hen rule is determined based on

.n -ff Â^,, (3 1)
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where 
^ 

is the value of the input membership function. The normalized weight is then

cornputed based ol

It)lu='
, ¡f

I"'.fr^
where Na is the number of il'-tl.ren rules" and it is obtained bv

(3.2)

N^ = fIN* ,
¡=l

(3 3)

where 1is the total number of inputs, and N¡ is the number of input mernbership functions

for the input. The value of each output membership function .f is detennined as a

function of w¡. During defuzzification, the output of the system É is defined as

F -L,,f,
i=t

(3 4)

Then the membership function parameters can then be updated to adaptively optimize the

model.

Tlrere are two fùzzy int-erence rnethods: Mamdani-type and Sugeno-type. Mamdani-

type is the rnost cornnonly used fuzzy technique and is the ftzzy rnference process that

has been descnbed. The Sugeno{ype fuzzy inference method is similar to the Mamdani-

type method; the first two parts of the fuzzy inference process, a) fuzzifying the inputs

and b) applying the fuzzy operator, are the sane. The only difference is that the output

membership functions are linear or constant for the Sugeno-type method.

The Fuzzy logic toolbox along witli custom scripts in MATLAB 7.0 Release 14

(MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used. The inputs to the model were trunk and

swing leg accelerations, in the A-P and M-L directions. A generalized bell-shaped

membership function was selected through trial an<] eruor; the number of membership
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functions assigned to eacl.r input was 8, tl.re number for which the syste¡.r s¡owed the best

perf'onnance. The number of epochs was set to 20 tluough trial and error. The model

was trained for each trial according to the leave-one-out procedure. The Sugeno-type

method was used for the fuzzy inference and a linear function was selected for the output

membership function; and tliese were set by the fuzzy logic toolbox.

3.2.2 SUM-oF-SINES MODBL

A sum ofsinusoidal hannonics can be used to approximate a target fùnction

dQ)= oo +la,,sin(na4,t +0,,), (3 s)

where 11 is the number of harmonics, a are amplitude coefiìcients, w¿ is the fundamental

frequency on which the harmonics are based, ¡ is time and d reprcse't phase shifts

[wi'ter, 1995]. In order to find the coM as a functio' of a' input signal, not as a

function of tir¡e, the sum of sines model in (3.7) can be rnodified as follows:

cou (x) =i' , sin(¡ x + o ,) ,

=1

(3 6)

wherc cou(x) is the estin.rated coM as a functiolr of the signal -ll [Betker et a1.,2006]

Parameters 11, a, 0 and./ will be detennined by the genetic algoritlln.

3,2.3 PAR{BOLIC MoDEL

For-ward step data was extracted fror¡ the acrual coM ancl acceler.ation signals.

Plelirninary ìnvestigation of the relationslip between the acceleration signals and coM

suggested a parabolic model as the best fìt as depicted in Figure 3.1. For a parabola

opening to thc right with a vertex at (xo, coML), the equatioD in cartesian coordinate is

(3.7)

)'7

(cou -cou,,)' =a(x -x),
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where -Y is tl.re independent variable and a is tl.re Iatus rectum (the chord through a focus

parallel to the conic section directrix) [coxeter, 1969]. Employing equation (3.7) fbr the

coM estimation from acceleration data, the lollowing equation was used to estimate the

A-P and M-L components of the COM from trunk and swilrg acceler.ation:

CoM j(X,j) = xo,, fi ,; X, + b, (3 8)

where -Y¡ is body acceleration, aij and. bi¡ are the parameters to be esti'.rated, the subscript

I represents trunk acceleration when ¿: 1 and swing leg acceleration when i:2, and the

subscr-ipt j represents the A-P direction when 7 : 1 and the M-L direction when ¡ : 2.



Due to the geometry of a typical parabola opening to the right, -{¿o can be estimated as

the minimur¡ value of the independent var.iable. Then equation (3.g) becomes

COM j(X ü) -+ou.{X,-rrrin(X) +h,¡. (3.e)

A linear combination of two parabolic equations, i.e. trunk and swing leg acceleration,

was chosen to fonn the final relationship through a trial and enor procedure. The

estimated COM is then

COu,(x,,, X,,) = o;,Cov,(x,,) (3. I 0)

+ a,cou ,(X,,)+ b', ,

wl,ere ai, and a'.,., are the updated coefficients of a, and a,r, respectively, and ój is

equal to ô,, +å,r. TlTe model parameters were cstimated using two techliques: a genetic

algorithm and simulated am.realing. Data from all subjects except one was used to

calibrate the model and the lef't-out data was used to test the performance of the model.

This leave-one-out procedure was repeated until every subject,s data was used for testing.

3.2.4 GENBTIC ALGORITHM

A genetic algorithn is a stochastic global search method that imitates the natu¡al

evolutiolì process. It applies the survival of the fittest stÌategy to improve a set of

pararneters for optirnization and create a better approxi[ration to a solution [chipperfield

et al., v 1.21. Genetic algorithm temi'ology i'cludes gene (the basic building block,

representing variables), cll'omosome (stnng of genes), individuals (current or candidate

solutions), populatio' (array of individuals), generatio' (each successive population),

parents (selected individuals in the cunent population), children (created individuals il
the next generation), fìtness function (tlre objective function to optirnize), and fitness
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value (the value of the fihess functior.r for an indìvidual). lndividuals in the population

are encoded as chronosomes to map the problem domain onto tl,e clecision domair.r. For

the purpose of mapping, the encoding type, upper and lower bouuds, and precision should

be selected. The most common representation type for cl.rron'rosotnes is a binary string of

0s or 1s; however, there are various representation types, such as real value, alphabet or

Grey code. TlT e number of bits required å should satisfy the relationship

L.10p < Et' , (3.1 1)

wlrere Z is the length of the pararnetel calculated as L: LrB - LB, where UB is the upper

bound, and IB is the lowel bound, p is the precision and .6 is the base of the encoding

type [Michalewicz, 1996]. The chromosome is dehned as a combination of tl.re encoded

genes, and then a population ofn individuals is randornly generated. In each generatior.r,

N new individuals will be created according to the relationship

N=LP Gl, (3-12)

where P is the number of ildividuals in the population and G is the generation gap

[Michalewicz, 1996]. The fitness value is then calculated for each individual in the

population.

The following steps are repeated for each generation until a stop critcrion is satisfied:

1) select individuals to reproduce, based on their fìtness values; 2) apply genetic

algonthl operations, such as crossover and mutation; 3) evaluate the frtness function for

each individual in the r.rew generation,; and 4) insert fit individuals into the cunent

population to leplace less fit individuals. ln the first step, a fitness value that suggests tl.re

deglee of achievement is assigned to each individual by the fitness functio¡. lndividuals

that will be used for reproduction are selected fror¡ the population according to their
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fitness values. Selection methods ir.rclude roulette wheel selection, rank selection.

tournament selection, local selectron and truncation selection. In the second step, the

individuals selected reproduce to create new individuals by means of genetic operations,

such as crossover and mutation. crossover occurs with the probability p" and involves

random selection of crossover points. The children produced by the crossover share the

charactenstics of their parents. Mutation alters randon-rly chosen mutation points of the

children resulting f¡om the crossover with a given probability

o o'l
1, =r. (3.13)

wlrere z" is the length of the cl.romosome [Michalewicz, 19961. In the thircl step, the

fitncss value is obtained for eacl] individual that was reproduced by t1.re genetic

operations. In the last step, less 1ìt individuals in the current populatron are replaced by

lnore fit indìviduals. The selection of individuals for insertion into thc new generation is

based on their fìtness values.

Tlre genetic algorithrn toolbox fchipperfìeld ¿r al., v 1.2) with custom scripts ir.r

MATLAB 7.0 Release 14 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used. The encodir.rg type

was Grey code with the base of the er.rcoding type z was: 2, and the lower bound rB and

upper bound UB were defined as [-1, 1], with a precision p of4; and these were chosen

through trial and enor. Thus, a 
'umber 

of bits ó of 15 was required to encode the

parameters according to tl.re critelion (3.4). A generation gap G of 0.9 was use<l, and tl.re

htness function used iu this thesis was the mean square enor (MSE)

r1,
MSE Lf.(cou, ('oM,l .À'l t-l \

1vt ¡=l
(3.14)
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where M is the length of the signal, coM is the actual coM trajectory and coM is the

estimated coM trajectory. The fitness function executes a linear ranking, based on

minirnizing the MSE. The fitness value is

r,= Li.usz i=p 1,...,0, (3.1s)PI

where s is the selective pressure, 7 is the origilal position of the illdividuals i¡ the

population before orderi'g, and MSE¡ is the sorted MSE in ascending order at the j1r,

position [chipperfield et al., v 1.2). A maximum generation number of 100 was chosen

tlrough trial and enor, and was used as the stopping criterion for training. The method

used to select individuals for reproduction was stochastic u'iversal sampling (suS). hl

this method, eacli individual is mapped onto a segrnent of a line, such that each

individual's segÍnent is equal in size to its fìtness value. The distance between ly'pointers

is l/1r' and the first pointer po is rar.rdornly generated between

I'P)tl¡

Lo¡ à11'
while the rest ofpointers are generated according to

(3. l6)

Ip,--pa+ñ t=1...,1/-1 (3.17)

when the pointer value exceeds the sun.r of the fitness values, it proceeds to the next

available line segment on the far left side so that all pointer values lie on a line. The

individuals whose fitness values land at a pointer are selected to ¡eproduce. The A

crossover probability P" of 0.85, and a mutation pr-obability p,, of 0.0gg, computed from

equation (3.13), were used.
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The estimation error between the talget and estirnated coM trajectories was

con-rputed by

(3.18)

where coM and CoM are the estirnated and actual coM trajectories, respectively.

This enor calculation was applied to all rnodels. The nrean and sta¡dard deviation ofthe

estimatlon eror for each subject dunng each task condìtion was then calculated.

3.2.5 TRUNK ACCELERÄTION VARIABILITY

Trunk acceleration variability was rneasured using the amount of the correlation

coeflìcient at the first dominant peak of the trunk acceleration,s autoconelatioû sequence

of the trunk acceleration. The penod from zero to the fìrst dominant peak of the trunk

acceleratior.r autoconelation sequgrlce repÌesents the phase shift equal to one stcp [Moe-

Nilssen and Helbostad, 20051. Tlie trunk acceleration variability fiom stride to stride

rnay be refìective of the specific motor control used to maintain the balance [Moe-Nilssen

and Helbostad, 20051. Hence, in this study trunk acceleration variability was calculated

in both the M-L and A-P directíons for all exper-irnents and; the results were i¡vestigated

for any correlation with tl.re coM rnodeling enor. The mean and standard deviation of

trunk accele¡ation vanability was then calculated among the subjects.

3.2.6 CHARACTERISTTCS oF THE COP

3.2.6.1 RÉNYr DTMENSTON 
^ND 

SpECTRUM

The infon.nation dimension and correlation dimension are special cases relate<i to the

generalized entropy concept, as introduced by n.rathematician Alfród Rényi in 1955

fKinsner,2004]. Rényi generalized the enhopy to any lrolnent order q as

COM COM
c - _.l0()o/r.,.

COM
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0 <a < cr- (3.1e)

wherc H,, is the entropy at momel.ìt order q and pr1 is the probability (relative frequency)

of the;t/' volume element at rnornent order q. lf we assuûre a power.-law relatio'ship as

follows

ø..= I looîro'' r-q "7''

_ .rrl
lÍ,; ì'-'-!".
\r=i ) r

then the Rényi dimension spectrurn Dn is

ton$1,'r)
D = linr ' /=',

" ^-- q 1 log(r* )

(3.20)

(3.21)

The Rényi dimeusion is called the similarity dimension ,s whelì q:0, the information

dimension D7 when q-1, and the correlation dimensiolr D¿ when q:). Using the

algoritlln presented in [Kinsner, 2004] lor entropy-based dimensio's, the Ré'yi

dimer.rsion at ûroment order q from 0 to 9 was calculated, which was designed f'or use

with time series data such as the cop trajectory. prior to applyi'g the algorithrn to real

data, tl.re algorithm was verifìed usir.rg well-known fractals, such as Koch and Minkowski

curves simulated by executing L-systern. The results showed that the algorithm was able

to explain up to 90% of the theo¡etical fractal dirnensions of the Koch and Minkowski

curves.

Due to its concept of generalization, the Rényi dimension Do can present the

fractal di'rension at any moment order q. By combining the Rényi dime.sions at

different moment orders, one can construct the Rényi spectmm as a finction of moment

order 4. The Renyi spectra calculated fì'om the cop trajectories were investigate<1 for
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any possible different patten.r differcnces between task co'ditions, i.e. support surface or

stepping speed.

3.2.6.2 SwAp PATH LENGTH

The sway path length,,sp, is known as a rinear clìnical parameter that provides a'

i'dication of the amount of the postural activity. As the following equation shows, the

sway path le'gth pfesents tl.re su'. of the Euclidean distance between two sample points

in the COP trajectory, divided by the duration of measur ement dZ

cÞ-
(3.22)

As thc sway path lengtli provides a direct indication of the amount of the

posturographic activity, it was shown as one of the most valuable clinical parameters in

the analysis of hu'ra' postural control for a variety of conditions [Baratto et at., z0o2].

In this thesis, the sway path length was represented as a valid linear parameter of postural

activity; it will be compared it with no'li'ear parameters, specifically the Rényi

dimension, to ir.rvestigate whether there is any significar.rt difference between them and/or

any advantage of utilizing nonlinear parameters over the linear ones.

dT
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CHAPTER 4

Rnsur,rs

4.1 COM n RuarroN ro Accnr,nnqrron

Figure 4.1 depicts the body acceleratior.rs of the trunk and swing leg, along with tlie

corresponding coM trajectory, ofa forward step perfonned for two diffèrent tasks, for a

typical subject: 1) fìxed surface at a'ormal speed; and 2) foam pad No.2 at a slow speed.
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Figure 4.1 COM, swing leg acceleratiorì and t¡unk acceleration for a typical subject perfonned on: a fixed

surface at a nonnal speed in (a) A-P direction, (b) M-L direction and (c) resultant; aDd foan'l pad No. 2 ar a

sJow speed ir (d) A-P direction, (e) M-L direction and (1) resultant. One fonvard step is shorv¡ i1 the figure

20
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The subsequent sections present the results for the adaptive fuzzy infere'ce model,

genetic algorithrn sum-of-sines model, and genetic algodthm parabolic model.

respectively.

4.I.1 ADAPTIVE FUZZY INFERENCE MoDEL

An adaptive fuzzy inference model was trained and tested for each of the seven

stepping trials. The results for a typical subject f'or the task conditior.r on a fin¡ surface at

a normal speed in the A-P direction, M-L direction, and the resultant trajectôry are shown

in Figure 4.2. The results for a typical subject for the task condition on foan pad No. 2 at

a slow speed in the A-P direction, M-L direction, and the resultant trajectory are showr in

Figurc 4.3.
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Figure 4 2 Adaptive fuzzy inference model results: ¡orrnalized actual and developed CoM hajectories in

(a) A-P direction, (b) M-L direction, and (c) resultant for a t]?ical subjecr fo¡ the stepping task on a fìxed
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Figure 4.3 Adaptive fuzzy infe¡ence rnodel results: nomralized actual and developed COM trajectories in

(a) A-P directio., (b) M-L direction, and (c) resultant for a tFical subject for the stepping rask on foam pad

No. 2 at a slow speed For display purposes. the end point of thc previous forward step is connected to the

stafl point of the next foñva¡d step.

Table 4.1 Adaptive Fuzzy Inference Model Error

600400200100

600500400200100

300200100

Task Condition
(Surface, Speed)

A-P di¡ection M-L directioÌr Resultant

Mean
rSD

Ero¡ l%)

Min
Er¡or

Max
Error
(o/"\

Mean
+SD

Er¡or (%)

Min
Er¡or

Max
Error
('.)

Mean
iSD

Error (o/a'

Mìn
Er¡o¡
(o/"\

Max
En¡r
(%\

Fixed,
Nomral t4.5+2.7 9_6 22.9 21.3+1.8 16.4 21.r 14.0+2.8 9.5 20.4

Fixed,
Siow 13.6*3.6 '7 .9 1.4 2t.8+2.6 t 5.7 2't .0 10.7r2.3 6.7 14.9

Foam Pad I
Nomral 17.2+2.1 r2 5 20.2 2.7+3.2 r 6.0 28.3 11.2+2.0 '7 .4 15.2

l'oat¡ Pad 2

Nomtal 15.5+2.0 I1.3 20.8 21.6+2.6 I 6.8 2'7 .2 I L6+2.3 7.3 t9.9
Foaln Pad 2

Slow 14.6+3.5 9.5 23.4 22.O+3.',7 12.0 2',7 ? I 1.3+3.5 6.1 t8 7
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Based on the leave-one-out procedure, the model was tested using the lefì-out data,

wllch was independent fìom the training data. Thìs leads to testing the capability ofthe

model to generahze differences in step duration or shifts in the signal baseline. The mean,

standard deviation, minimum and maximum values of the adaptive fuzzy infèrence model

error for each task condition in the A-P direction, M-L direction, and for tlie resultant are

shown in Table 4. 1-

4.1.2 GENBTIC ALGoRITHM SUM-oF-SINES MoDEL

The genetic algorithm sum-of-sines model developed in [Betker et a1.,20061 was

impleurented to operate on single input. As swing leg and trunk accelerations are system

inputs in tliis thesis, cach input was separately applied to the model. The following

sections descnbe two genetic algonthm sum-of-sines models f'or swing 1eg and trur.rk

acceleration, respectively.

4.1.2.I SWING LEG AccELERATION

A genetic algorithm sum-of-sines model for swing leg acceleration was tlained and.

tested for each of the seven stepping trials. The results for a typical subject for the task

condition on a firm surfàce at a nomal speed in the A-P direction, M-L direction, and for

the lesultant trajectory are shown in Figure 4.4. The results for a typical subject for the

task condition on foam pad No. 2 at slow a speed in the A-P direction, M-L direction, and

for tl.re resultant trajectoly are shown in Figure 4.5. Based on the leave-one-out

procedure, the model was tested using tl.re left-out data which was indeper.rdent fiolr-r tl.re

training data. This leads to testing the capability of the rnodel to generalize differences in

step duration or sliifls in the signal baseline. The mean, standar<i deviation, mininrum

and rnaxirrurn values of the genetic algonthm sum-oÊsines model (for the swing leg)
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error for eacll task condition in the A-P direction, M-L direction, and for the resultant

trajectory are shown in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.4 Genetic algoritlun surn-of-sines nodel for the swing leg: normalized actual and developed COM

tlajectories in (a) A-P directiorl, (b) M-L direction, and (c) resultant lor a typical subject for the stepping

task on a ltxed surface at a nomal speed. For display purposes, the end point ofthe previous forward step

is colnected to the start point ofthe next forward step
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fable 4.2 Genetic Algoritlur Sum-ol'-Sines Model (Swing Leg Acceleration)

100 300 400 500 600 700
Sample lnl

Figure 4.5 Genetic algo¡ithm sum-of-sines model for the swing Ieg: norualized actual and developed COM

trajectories in (a) A-P di¡ection, (b) M-L di¡ecfion, aûd (c) ¡esulrart for a typical subject for a stepping task

on foa'r pad No. 2 at a slor,!' speed. For dispray purposes, the cnd point of the previous forward step is

500400

\r
\{¡
200

Task Condition
(Surface, Speed)

A-P di¡ection M-L direction Resultant

Mean
+SD

Eno¡ (%)

Min
Eno¡

Max
Er¡or
(oa\

Mean
+SD

Eror l%"1

Min
Error
(%)

Max
Er¡o¡
(o/"\

Mean
+SD

E¡ror 17.)

LVIIN

Error
(%)

Max
Enor
ß/"\

Fixed,
Normal 19.5+5.5 ll.5 29.',7 22.0+5.8 I 1.5 35.4 20.5+5.8 t2.9 37 .0

¡'ixed,
Slow

21.6t5.3 l0 0 3 0.0 14.2 27 .3 l5.4+4.8 7.'7 249
Foam Pad 1

NomaÌ 24.2+',7 .2 r 2.8 3 8.4 21.5+6.6 1t _7 15.5 1',7 .3+3.7 1t.7 23.8

Foam Pad 2
Normal 20.8+5.8 1 0.5 3 5.3 21.4J.5.4 30.7 l'7 .6+4.3 12.3 35 _4

Foam Pad 2

Slow
22.4+6.4 r 2.0 16.3 23.2+6.3 12.2 3 5.8 17.4+4.8 6.5 5.3

800 900

connected to the start point of the Dext forward step.
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4.I.2,2 TRUNK ACCELERATION

A genetic algorithrn sum-of-sines rnodel for tl.re trunk acceleratior.r was trained ancl

tested fbr eacli of the seven stepping tnals. Tlie results for a typical subjcct for the task

condition on a fim surfàce at a nornal speed in the A-p direction, M-L direction, and for

the resultant trajectory are shown in Figure 4.6. The results for a tlipical subject for the

task condition on foam pad No. 2 at slow a speed in the A-p direction, M-L direction, and

for the resultant trajectory are shown in Figure 4.7. Based on the leave-one-out

procedure, the model was tested usir.rg the left-out data which was independent from the

training data. This leads to testing the capability ofthe r¡odel to generalize differe¡ces in

step duration or shifls in the signal baseline. The mean, standartl deviation, minimum

and maxirlum values of th.: genetic algorithrn sum-of'-sines model (for the trunk

acceleration) eror for each task condition in the A-p direction, M-L direction, and for the

rcsultant trajectory are shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Genetic Algorithm Sum-of-Sines Model (Trunk Accelcration)

Actua¡
Model

Task Condition
(Surface, Speed)

A-P di¡ection M-L direction Resultanl

Mean
,ÈSD

Enor (%'

Min
Ër¡or

Max
Error
(oÁ\

Mean

=sD
EITor l9'.)

Min
Er¡or
(o/"\

lvl ax

Enor
(o/^\

Mean
+SD

E¡ro¡ l%"ì

Mirr
Erro¡
(%)

Max
Er¡or

Fixed,
Non¡al t3.4+2.'7 8.'7 r 9.8 19 .'7 +3 .7 t 3.8 28.5 20.3+3.8 14.6 3l
Fixed,
Slow t8.4+1.4 13. l 30.9 26.8+6.2 t7 .0 40.6 19.8+5.6 11.1 3 1.0

Foam Pad I
Normal 20.8+2 8 t?4 24.0 t 7.s+,1.0 10. 1 1'7 .0+1 4 I | .'7 23.8

Foam Pad 2,
Normal 1 8.5+2.4 t2.4 22.7 l.2+5.6 12.3 34.? I 8.3+3.8 12.0 2 8.5

Foam Pad 2

Slow l8.6+5.3 10.4 34.3 23.5 5.7 12.2 3 5.8 t6.9+1.2 10.6 23.2
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4.I.3 GENETIC ALGoRITI{M PARABoI,IC MODEL

Figure 4.8 depicts the parabolic relationship between tlie body accelerations (tru'k

and swing leg) and coM, in A-p direction, M-L direction, and fo¡ the resultant.

Although the pattem of the pa.abolic relationship in the A-p direction is different from

the one in the M-L directio', it is rather consistent in each given direction. A genetic

algoritlm was used to update the parameters that describe this parabolic relationship.

The following paragraphs describe the rcsults for the rnodel.
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Figure 4 8 The parabolic relationship betweerì the CoM and swing leg acceleration for a typical subject ilì
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A genetic algorithm paraboric model for the trunk and swing leg accelerations was

trained and tested for each of the seven steppi'g trials. The resurts fbr a typical subject

fbr the task condition on a fir-''-' surface at a 
'ormal 

speed in the A-p direction, M-L

direction, and for the resultant trajectory are shown i' Figure 4.9. The results for a

typical subject f'or trrc task condition o' f'oam pad No. 2 at a slow speed in the A-p

directio', M-L direction, and f'or the resultant trajectory are shown i'Figure 4.10. Based

on the leave-one-out procedure, tl.re r¡odel was tested using the reft-out data which was

independent fronr the trai'i'g data. This leads to testing the capability of the 
'.rodel 

to

generalize differences i' step duration or shifts i' the signal baseli'e. The mean,

standard deviatio', minimum and maxinum values of the coM model enor for eacrr task

conditior.r in the A-P directioÍr, M-L direction, and for a cornbination of the two directions

are shown in Table 4.4.
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Tatrle 4.4 Geretic Algoritlur Parabolic Model

700 800 s00

Task Condition
(Surface, Speed)

A-P di¡ection M-L direction ResultaDt

Mean
+SD

Er¡or l%)

Min
Êr¡or

Max
Error
(%)

Mean
+SD

Enor (To'

Min
E¡ro¡

Max
Erro¡
(o/"\

Meall
fSD

Error (%.)

Min
Erro¡

Max
Er¡or

Fixed,
Nornal 5.7 x2.5 3.1 14.2 17.4t5.0 9.8 9.7+2_2 5.9 15.5

Fixed
Slow 8 0f2.9 4.1 13.6 t2.3+3.2 5.',7 1',7 .0 12.9+4 '7 6.3 22.2

Foam Pad I
Nonnal 8.9+3.3 5.4 t'7 .o 1 5.5f4.8 9.9 5'7 17 .2+4.5 9.3

Foam Pad 2
Normal

9.5+2.0 4.8 13.5 15.4+1 4 8.7 21.3 I0.8+4.0 58 23.0

Foam Pad 2
Slow 12.9+2.8 8.3 16.5 17.6+5 I1.3 25.'7 14.l+4.4 6.9 25.3
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4.2 Tnu¡x AccELERq,TroN VAnr"lslr,lry

Trunk acceleration vanability was computed in both the A-p and M-L directions for

each task condition (Table 4.5). A statistically significant difference (p<0.05) in trunk

acceleration variability between the A-p and M-L directions was only foun<1 during tlie

first task condition; forward stepping on fixed surface at nomal speed.

Table 4.5 T¡unk Acceleration Va¡iabilìtv

Task Condition
(Surface, Speed)

A-P direction M-L direction

Mean+SD Min Max Mean+SD Min Max

Fixed,
Nomal* 0.3 1+0.20 <0.01 0.67 0.66+0.18 0.15 0.94

Fixed,
S Iorv 0.2 7r0.20 <0.01 068 0.26+0.20 <0.01 o.'71

Foam pad I
Nonnal 0.38+0.l3 0.13 0.59 0.37 J.0.t'7 0.04 0.64

Foam pad 2
Normal 0.36+0.16 <0.01 0.6 8 0.29+0.I I 0.03 0.69

Foam pad 2

S lorv 0.15+0.12 <0.01 0.42 0.15+0.13 <0.01 0.17

Note: Ihe task condition with a significantly higher variabiìity fu the M-L di¡ection than that in rhe A-p
direclion is na¡ked witlì ar asterisk (*).

4.3 Cnan¡.crnRrsrtcs oF THE COp

4.3.1 RÉNYI DIMENSIoN AND SPECTRUM

The averaged Rényi spectruur computed fror¡ the cop trajector.ies during forward

stepping at a morrrent order of q ranging from 0 to 9 is shown i' Figure 4. 1 I . The Rényi

dinrension at any moment order of q can be obtained frorn the Rényi spectrum. The

Rényi dimensions for each task co¡rdition were between 1 and 2; this is as expected since

the Euclidean dimension D6 of tlie coP trajectory is larger than that of a line object (D¿

: 1), but srnaller than that of a surface object (D n: 2).
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Figure 4.1 1 The averaged Rényi spectrum of the cop t¡aJectories during forward stepping is shown for: FF

the task on the firul nonnal fixed surface at a uormal speed; FS, the task on the hrm norrnal fixed su¡face at

a sìow speed; SGF, the task or foan pad No. I at a no'''al speed; SyF, tlìe task o'f-oarn pad No. 2 at a

nonnal speed; ard SyS, thç task on foarn pad No. 2 at a slow speed.

Figure 4.12 depicts the averaged Rényi drme'sion at a moment order q of2, which is

the co'elation dimension D¡. Tlie mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum

values of the Rényi dimension D2 for each task condition arc prese'ted in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6 Averaged Rényi Dirneusion at Mornent Order q of2

Task condition
(Surface, Speed)

Mean + SI) Minimul¡ Maxinum

Fixed. Nomral 835 + 0.0448 .0807 t76
tixed. Slor 7 64 + 0.047 5 0699 2594

Foan oad I 729 + 0.0405 0592 2024
Foam pad 2, Nounal 724 + 0.0399 069 r

Foarn pad 2. Slow 57 + 0.0572 0340 2315
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Figure 4 12 The averaged Rényi dimension D; for each task condition (n'ìean + standard deviation) is

shown for: FF, the task on the tìnn nomral fixed su¡face at a nonnal speed, FS, the task ou the firn] norual

fixed surfacc at a slow speed; sGF, the task on foan pad No. I at a nonnal speed, syF, the task on foaur

pad No. 2 at a nonnal speed; and SyS, the task on foam pad No. 2 at a slow speed.

4.3,2 SWAY PATH LENGTH

The averaged sway path length computed from the cop trajectories during for-ward

stepping for each task condition are shown in Figure 4.13. The sway path length was

decreased when tl.re surface and/or speed condition was altered. The effect of surface

condition on sway path lenglh was less evident tl,an that of the speed condition. The

mean, standard devjation, minimum and rnaximuûr values of the sway path length for

each task condition are prcsented in Table 4.7.
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Frgure 4 13 The averaged sway path length l'or each task condition (lnean + standard deviation) is shown

fbr: FF, the task on the firm non¡ar fixed surtàce at a oonnal spee<l; FS, the task on the fìrn nonnal fixed

surface at a slow speed; SGF, tlte task on foan.ì pad No. 1 at a nonnal speed; SyF, the task o'foam pad No

2 at a tormal speed; and SYS, the task on foam pad No. 2 at a slow speed

Table 4.7 Averaged Sway Path Length of the COp Trajectory.

Task Conditiou

(Surface, Speed)

Resultân1

Mean + SD

h¡trll
Minirnum

hrunl
Maximum

Imm]
Fixed. Nomal 72\.5 t 112.1 486.3 923.1
Fixed, Slorv 533.2 + I 445.5 721

foam Pad l. Normal 639.8 + 133.0 446 4 844.6
Foam Pad 2. Normal 671.8 + 129.4 42 89r
Foam Pad 2 Slow 554.7 + 88 5 140.3 't87.0
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CHAPTER 5

Dlscusslo¡,t

The main findings of this thesis are as follows. As expecte<1, the two task conditions,

support surlace and stepping speed, provided ample environmental uncertainty to the

system. Three models were generated, among which the genetic algorithrn parabolic

model showed the best perfornance for modeling the coM trajectories using the trunk

and swing leg accelerations. coM modeling eror in the M-L direction was higl.rer tl.ran

tliat in the A-P direction. An increase in trunk acceleration variability was found in one

task only, 
'arnely 

stepping on a fìxed surfàce at a'omral steppi'g speed. Trunk

acceleratiot-t variability in the M-L direction was significantly higl,er thar.r that in the A-p

direction, when the subjects perfomred stepping on a fixed surface at a nonnal speed.

Between the tasks, there was no significant difference in the Rényi dimension ofthe cop

trajectones. However, a significant difference was lound in tl.re sway path length of the

COP trajectones between nonnal and slow speed stepping.

5.1 COM n RELATToN To AccELERA.TroN

In order to exami'e the relationship between the coM trajectones and body

accelerations, video-based motion rneasurement system and accelerorneters \.vere utilized

in this thesis. The present results showed that body accelerations can be used to estimate

the coM trajectories. The use of accelerometer showed potential as it is portable and

much less expensive tl.ran fixed force plate and/or video-based motion measurelnent

system. Thus an accelerometer syste'r is available for daily clinical practice,
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independent oflocation or setting. However, various biomechanical models, e.g. models

developed in [Chan, 1999; Lapond et a1.,2004, Barbier et at.,20061, used fixed fbrce

plate and/or video-based motiou rneasurement system to estirnate the coM trajectorìes.

As these systerns are not portable but fixed, they are not available f'or a routine clinical

assessment. Therefore, the use ofbody accelerations on estimatiDg the coM trajectories

has been a n.rotivating research subject. In fact, many researcher.s [Morris, 1973; Kane et

al., 1974; Lìgl'tt et al., 1980; Gilberi et al., 1984) used the body segmental acceleration to

study the body segrnental kinernatics. [wu and Ladin, 1996] showed that the linear

acceleration and angular velocity measurernents play a dominant role in increasing the

fiequency range of tl.re estimated coM; they concluded that the body seg'rental

acceleratior.ls calr increase tlre accuracy of coM estimation. Recent studies [Mayagoitia

et al., 2002; Moe-Nilssen and Helbostad, 2004; Luinge and Veltink, 2005; Lyons et al.,

2005; Karantonis et a1.,2006] also used acceleror¡eters to examine kìnematics during

walking; tl.reir results demonstrated that data obtained from miniaturc inexpensive

accelerometers can approximate human kinematics during walking as accurately as a

video rnotion analysis systern. In a recent study, [Betker et a1.,2006) showed that during

quiet stance the coM trajectory could be apprrcximated using body acceleration; this is a

prornising result, indicating that the kinematics of human stepping tasks rnay also be

estirnated using an acceleroneter system. Although it showed potential, the

accelerometer system in this thesis depended on a kinematic parameter fi.om video-based

motion rneasurement system, i.c. the vertical position of the ankle marker placed on

swing leg. This kinematic parameter was necessary to detect and extract the forward

stepping phase from swing foot lift to heel strìke. In order to t¡uly estimate the coM
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trajectories using body accelelations, a furlher study is required to be independent of

video-based rnotion measurement system.

Dunng the single stepping task, two conditions were utilized in this tliesis: support

surface and stepping speed. The compliant suface intloduced an enviromnental

challenge into the system. A slower step speed was used to increase the duration of the

single supporl stance. Both of these conditions would increase task difficulty. The

present results show that the elTor in all models increased when a compliant surface was

used and when the step speed was slow. This was expected as cNS interpretation of

somatosensory infomation was distorted by the cornpliant surface and the increased

duration of the single suppoÍ stance during slow stepping increased tl.re balance

requirements. The use of the cornpliant surface or.r balancing task was irivestrgated by

fTeasdale et al., 1991]; they have shown that standing ar.rd balanci'g on a complia't

sutface is a difhcult task for even healthy individuals with no history ofbalance problerns.

fLajoie et al., 1993) have suggested that reaction times when subjects were in single

supporl phase werc significantly longer than those in double supporl phase; the

attentional (cognitive) demands increased with an increase in the balance requirements of

the single suppod stance. Therefore both oftask conditions utilized in thrs thesis, i.e. the

compliant surface and slower step speed, provided environmental uncertainty to the

balance system.

Among the tluee developed models in this thesis, the genetic algorithm parabolic

r¡odel showed the best perfomance descrìbing the coM ttajectory's relationship with

the trunk and swing leg acceleration. The genetic algonthm sum-of-sines model

perfonned well during quiet stance in lBetker et a\.,20061, but the present results showed
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that it did not performed well durìng forward stepping. This was expected as the pattem

of parabolic relationship between coM trajectodes and body accelerations (depicted in

Figure 4.8) was observed. The mean error of the genetic algorithrn parabolic model was

within 14.1%, while that of the genetic algorithrn surn-of'-sines model was within 20.5%

(trunk accelerati on) and 20.3o/o (swing leg acceleration). The present results showed that

the model erors ìn the M-L direction were significantly greater than those in the A-p

direction; that might be a ¡esult of the inclease in the M-L magnitude range of tlie body

segment motions, such as the swing foot. In order to prevail over the balance disturbance

and maintain stability, the swing foot trajectory should be modified to set the foot down

at a position that would establish a new base of support. Li [Chou et a1.,2003], a positive

conelation between increased coM motion in the M-L directiol ar.rd the r.nagnitude of

the swing foot trajectory in the M-L direction was observed. The finding of the increased

COM motion in tl-re M-L direction is also addressed in [Greenspan et at., 1998), where

the impoÍance of fall characterìstics during walking were studied. They found that

compared to healthy elderly subjects, the elderly exhibiting symptoms of dizziness or

unsteadiness showed a signifìcantly greater and faster motion of the COM in the M-L

direction.

5.2 TnuNr AcctrLERATroN VARrABtLrry

Subjects were forced to use feedback controls and not feedforward predictions.

Balance task is implemented to examine how balance control system reacts to unexpected

disturbance or unsuccessful feedl'orward control. In order to challenge their balance

stÌategies in feedback control scheme, they were instructed not to look down <luring

f'orward stepping; otherwise visual infonr.ration will help the cNS predict disturbances



based on pdor experience or menoly. Tl.re use of feedback controls produces more

movement errors, which may cause ilicreased variability in body segme't motions, such

as tru'k accelerations, and also increased cop excursions r.esultrng i'an ir.rcreased cop

path le'gth. However, accordi.g to the present findings, those increases did not happe.

for all stepping tasks; a signihcant increase in trunk acceleration variability was found in

one task o'ly: stepping on fìxed surface and at nomal stepping speed. Thc cop path

length durì'g steppi.g on a fixed surface at a normal speed was longer than that on the

foar.'pad at a slow speed. Due to the practice steps performed pnor to each stepping task,

subjects knew the surface was altered to a less stable one, Hence, they consciously

became more cautious; this could have lead to less kine'.ratic variability i' the trunk

acceleratior.rs and a shoÍer COP path length.

This cautious behaviour was examìned in [Menz er a].,2003a, Menz et at.,2003b,

Menz et al., 2003c1, where subjects were asked to walk on a 
'onnal 

fixed surface and

then on a compliar.rtliregulal surface. Their results showed that subjects' speed and step

le'gth were decreased whe' walking on tl.re cornpliant suface, as compared to walking

on the nonnal surface. This suggests that when walking on a compliant surface, subjects

perceived a threat to their stability and subsequently employed a more conserr¡ative

pattem i' attenpt to mirirnize body movement. The destab izi'g effect expedenced

with a complia't/irregular surlàce o. cautious behaviour was discussed in [Maclellan

and Patla, 20061, where n-ìovement strategy during self-paced warking o'a visible

compliant suface was studied. They suggested that a person who previously experienced

a threateni'g environment would beco're more cautious when walki'g on a

compliant/irregular surfàce. Experience could assist the cNS to better predict the
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potential threat of the compliant/inegular surface and cause a more cautious stepping

pattem. ln this case, the visual system plays a role in providing the characteristics of the

complia't surfàce prior to feedforward controls. This is similar to the present study

where the surface change was obviously visible and a few practice steps on altered

surface were perf-ormed.

In [Barak et al., 2006], the elderly fallers srrowed increascd kinen.ratic variability

durìng walking when cornpared witl.r non-fallers. It was concluded that ìncreased

variability may be an i'rportant gaìt risk facto' in the elderly with a history of falls.

fMoe-Nilssen and Helbostad, 2005] studied this increased variability particularly in hu'k

acceleratio's, since the size and mass of the tru'k segrnent are much greater than those of

the pelvis and legs; thus, trur.rk motion conhrbutes to total body coM motion nore than

any other body segment [Grabiner et at., 1993]. Accordi'g to fMoe-Nirssen and

Helbostad, 20051, the stnde{o-st-ide varìability in the M,L trunk acceleration may

represent a different aspect of motor control and it may provide the ability to <jiscrimi.ate

irnpaired balance control. The present fì'dings, lìsted i. Table 4.5, showed that tru'k

acceleration variability in tlie M-L direction was significa'tly higher tha'that ìn the A-p

dircction (p<0.05); this is consistent with the findi.gs of [Moe-N sse' and Helbostad.

2005]. However it was valid for onry one task, namely stepping on a fixed surrace at a

normal speed. This rnay suggest that tl.re subjects became more cautious whe' they

perfonned mo.e challer.rging task cor.rditions and thus, therc was less variability in body

motion during those tasks.

The results in Table 4.5 also showed tliat tl.re lowest trunk acceleration variability was

observed duri'g the most difficurt task (stepping on foarn pad No.2 at a slow speed).
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However, balance control on a compliant surfàce is intuitively more difficult than on a

nomral fixed surface. Thus, there is more vanability in the body segment motions, which

lnay cause a higher rnodeling erro¡. The results of the developed [rodels (Tables 4.1 to

4.4) indicate that 
'odel e*ors in both the A-p and M-L directions increase with

compliant surlaces and the slow speed condition. This may indicate that trunk

acceleration variability has no effect on rnodeling error.

5.3 Fnq,crA.r ANALysrs or rHE COp

The Rényi dimension of the coP trajectory during forward stepping did not increase

with task difficulty, except for the task on f'oam pad No. 2 at a slow speed; in this case,

the Rényi dimension slightly increased. Also, thcre was no statistically significant

diffèrence in thc Rényi dimension between task conditions. Similar results were found in

lHan et a1.,2004], wher-e the Rényi dimension of the control group remained constant.

except for a slight increase in the Rényi dimension for the most demanding task, where

somatosensory infonnation was distorted by a foafir pad surface and vision was

eliminated. An increase in the fractal dirnension r,ray indicate the use of less stable

control strategies or a higher tendency for instability fDoyle et aI,2004; Blaszczyk and

Iíonowski, 2001]. However, no significant increase in the fractal dimension rnay irnply

that subjects participated in this thesis used stable contr-ol strategies, which agrees witl.r

the subjects' history free fiicm neurclogical disordel or postural difficulties. For

cornparison purpose, the Rényi dirnension of patients during forward stepping would

further support the present results; it will strengthen the Rényi dimension's feasibility in

detecting balance instability. The recruitment ôf patients group in a future study is then

lecommended.
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In addition to the Rényi dimension, the linear measure, the sway path length, was

used to investigate any signihcant difference from the nonlinear measure, the Rényi

djmension. The present results showed that the sway path length did change witli task

difficulty; the sway path length during forwar<1 stepping at nonnal speed was longer tha'

that at slow speed. This pattem may be affected by cautious behaviour that was

discusscd ir.r the previous sectior.r. when subjects perceive<j a threat to their balance

stability, they subsequently employed a more conserlr'ative pattem in attempt to minimize

body movenent. The effect of cautious behaviour on the sway path length is greater than

that of the compliant surface. This may indicate that balance strategies are ûtore affected

by cognitive system than environmental uncefiainty. The pattem ofthe sway path length

in tlre present study was diflèrent fiom the one obsen¡ed in [Han e/ at.,2004] wherc the

sway path length durìng quiet stance increased as the task difficulty increased. This was

expected as cautious behaviour is intuitively not the case in balalce strategies during

quiet stance; as a response to disturbance during star-rdirig still, a'kle, hip or stepping

strategy can be applied to rnaintai' balance, depending on the degree ofdisturba.ce.
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CHAPTER 6

CoNcr-usrou,,¡rNl Fururu Wonx

6.1 CoNCLUSIoN

This thesis aimed to deverop a r¡odel of the coM trajectory during f'orward stepping

as a function of trunk and swing leg accelerations. it was show' that the genetic

algonthm parabolic model was able to estimate the coM trajectory within a mean e,'or

of 12.9% in the A-P direction, 1'..6yo h the M-L directio', and 17.2%, for the resultant

trajectory. The results are e'couraging a'd pave the way for integrating the coM

models with a balance assessment systern.

FuÍhennore, motor vanability was measured to examine whether the variability may

indicate adaptability of human balance control. It was shown that the cautious behaviour

of subjects could have guided to ress trunk accereration variability and thus shorter sway

path length of the coP trajectories. Experience or k'owledge could assist the cNS t.
better predict the potential balance risk.

In addition, the li'ear and nonlinea¡ measures ofthe cop trajectories were compared

to obserue balance control behaviour of young healthy subjects. A significa't difference

was found in the linear measùre, the sway path length of the cop trajectories between

nonnal and slow speed stepping. The Rényi dimensio., the nonlinear measure, did not

shorv any significar.rt differer.rce between tasks. However, given that all subjects were

young and healthy with no histoly ofbalance disorder, it is not conclusive to rule out the

Rényr dimension's feasibility in <letecting balance instabilitv.
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6.2 FUTURI WoRK

Based on the developed rnodel demonstrating the relationsliip betwee' the coM

trajectory a'd body acceleration, the coM trajectory courd be wel explained by body

accelerations. However, the ankle positioÍr i' the verlical direction was required to

extract the forward steps and this kinematic information was obtained via a video-based

motion analysis systern. Having used a kinematic parameter from motion capture system

to extract forward steppi'g phase, it is not reasorable to claim the <Ieveloped rnodel is

able to independently estimate tbe coM trajectory using body accelerations; it is ratl.rer

an investigation of relationship between the coM trajectory and body accelcrations.

Tl.reref'ore study on the actual estimatiÕn of the coM trajectory using body accelerations,

without the use of kinematic pararneter fi'om rnotion capture system, is stro'gry

recommended as a future work.

Study on tru'k acceleration vanability revealed that subjects become more cautious

and tend to e'rploy more conservative balance pattern when they e'counter with a

balance threat. As all subjects paÍicipated i'trris thesis were yourlg and hearthy, the

effect of envirc'r¡ental u'certainty on the elderly ar.rd people with postural bala'ce

problems is useful to fui1her assist the present results. Investigatfug how patients or the

elderly react to a balance tlrreat is recommended as a future work.

The present results showed that the coM model eno¡ i' the M-L direction was

higher than that in the A-P directio'. white 
'oise 

frorn tl.re data acquisition system may

affect higher coM model error in the M-L direction. However the cNS is believed to be

a dominant factor in hrgl.rer error in the M-L direction; when the cNS received distofed

a'dlor delayed infon¡atio'from sensory systems, the postural control and balance
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strategy detennined by the cNS would not succeed in all situations. Due to this

obseruatio', fuither study on ide'tifying and understanding a clominant source of higher

eror in M-L direction during for-ward stepping is recommended as future work.

No signihcant increase in the Rényi dimension of the cop trajectories between

steppi'g tasks was found. However one can not exclude the Rényi dimension as the

indicator of i'stable bala,ce strategies as all subjects in this thesis were young and

healthy. In order to fulther suppoú that the Rényi dirnensio' represents a significant

characteristic feature of instability, study on the Rényi dimension of patients or the

elderly during forward stepping is recommended as a future work. The sway path length

of patients during forward stepping is also recommended as a future work.
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APPENDLX A

RTHI RTHI

R}<NE

RTIB

RKN E

RTIB

RAN T<
RANK

RTOE

LTIB

LANK

LTÕE

FiguÍe A.1 PLUG-ÌN.GAIT MARKËR PLACEMENl.

RH ËE

4.1 UPPER BoDy

À.1.1 HEAD M,,\RKERS

LFHI) Left fiont head (left ter¡ple)
RFHI) Right fi'ont head (riglrt temple)

LBHD Left back head
(in a horizontal plane of the 1ì.orit head rnarkers)

RBHD Right back head



4.I.2 ToRSo MARKERS

,{.I.3 ARM MARKERS

.,l..2 LowER BoDy

4.2.1 PBLVIS

4.2.2 LEc MARKT,RS

C] 7'" Cewical Vefiebrae
Tl0 1 0"' Thoracic Vertebrae

CI,AV Clavicle
STRN Stemurn

RBAK Right back
(the middle ofthe right scapula)

LSHO Left shoulder
(the Acromio-clavicular joint)

RSHO Right shoulder
LUPA Left upper arm (between the elbow and sl.roulder

markcrs)
RUPA Right upper arrrl
LELB Left elbow (lateral epicondyle approxin.rating 

"tbo* Soirrt
axis)

RELB Right elbow

LASI Left ASIS
(Antenor Superior Iliac Spine)

RASI Right ASIS
(Anterior !uperior Iliac Spine)

LPSI Left PSIS
(Postenor Superior lliac Spine)

RPSI Right PSIS
(Postenor Superior Iliac Spine)

LI(NE Left knee (the later al epicondyle)
RKNE Right knee
LTHI Left thigl.ì (the lower later.al l/3 surface ofthe thinh)
RTH] Righr rhish



LANK Left ankle (the lateral n.ralleolus along an imaginary iine
that passes through the transmalleolar axis)

RANK Right ankle
LTIB Left tibial wand (the lower 1/3 ofthe shank to detennrne

the alignrnelt ofthe ankle flexion axis)
RTIR Right tibial wand

4.2.3 FooT MARKERS

LTOE Left toe (the second rnetatarsal head, on the mid-f'oot side
ofthe equinus break between fore-foot and mid-foot)

RTOE Right toe
LHEE Lefl heel (the calcaneous at the same height above thã

plantar surface ofthe foot as the toe marker)
RHEE Right heel



Appnnnrx B

Specifi cations of Biometrics S2- I 0G-MF accelerometer

0 to +10G (0 to +98.1 m/s2), 3 chamels labelled X, y, Z

Dimensions 19.0x 12.1 x 1 0.9 mm (LengthxDepthxHeighÐ

Anodised aluminìum

Highly flexible grade, lengrh I 800 rnm

Supply Voltage 3.50 - 5.00 Vdc

+lOOrnV/G

Better than + 2% full scale

DC to 100 Hz

8 pole, 8rr' older I .2 Ellipric

Direct connection to eitlier DataLIñKìiDataiOG
3xl-erno 0B series 4 pin plugs corresponding to channels

Shock Survival
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